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Abstract

As a quadrature rule the numerical steepest descent method is very
efficient for computing highly oscillatory integrals with analytic inte-
grands. In this paper we show that the method can also be applied to
compute oscillatory singular integrals of the form

I[f ] =
∫ c

a
f(x)(x − a)α|x − b|β(c − x)δeiωxdx, (α, β, δ > −1, a < b < c)

efficiently, where ω � 1 and f is analytic in a sufficiently large region
containing the interval of integration. We also present a computer code
in Mathematica to compute this type of integrals efficiently.
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1 Introduction

Consider a singular oscillatory integral of the form

I[f ] =
∫ c

a
f(x)(x− a)α|x− b|β(c− x)δeiωxdx, α, β, δ > −1, ω � 1 (1)

where −∞ < a < b < c < ∞ and f(z) is of exponential order as �(z) → ∞,
non-oscillatory, and analytic function on the strip

B = {z ∈ C : a ≤ 	(z) ≤ c,�(z) ≥ 0}.
Here f(z) is of exponential order as �(z) → ∞ means that there exist positive
constantsm andM such that |f(x+iy)| ≤Mem|y| holds for all y ≥ 0. This type
of integrals arises in many applications in engineering, and applied sciences.

For α = β = δ = 0 the integral (1) becomes an ordinary Fourier inte-
gral and therefore can be efficiently approximated by one of the methods for
highly oscillatory integrals such as Levin-type method, Filon-type method, the
asymptotic method, or the numerical steepest descent method. For these and
other methods for oscillatory integrals, see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and the
references therein. If at least one of the parameters {α, β, δ} is negative, nei-
ther Levin-type method nor Filon-type method is suitable for the evaluation
of this integral.

Let
ψ(x) = (x− a)α|x− b|β(c− x)δ. (2)

If x ∈ [a, c] and the parameters α, β, δ are negative, ψ is a real valued function
defined on [a, c]\{a, b, c}. A modification of the steepest descent method [7]
proposed by R. Chen in [1] can not be applied to the integral (1) since ψ(z) is
nowhere analytic in the complex plane.

In the next section choosing an appropriate path in the complex plane we
give a modification of the steepest descent method for fast computation of (1).
We also give a Mathematica [11] code for automatic implementation of the
method.

Note that if the frequency ω is small, say ω < 20, then Gauss-Jacobi
quadrature rule [3], which can be applied over the subintervals [a, b] and [b, c],
may be more efficient than the method presented in this paper. In this case
and for moderate values of ω the double exponential method [6] may also be
applied to the integral on each of the subintervals [a, b] and [b, c].

2 An appropriate numerical method for (1)

The integral (1) can be written as

I[f ] =
∫ b

a
f(x)ψ1(x)e

iωxdx +
∫ c

b
f(x)ψ2(x)e

iωxdx = I1[f ] + I2[f ],
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Figure 1: An appropriate integration path for the integral (1).
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where

ψ1(x) = (x− a)α(b− x)β(c− x)δ, ψ2(x) = (x− a)α(x− b)β(c− x)δ.

Now consider Figure 1 and closed contour CL =
⋃6

k=1Ck, where

C1 : γ1(t) = a + reit, 0 ≤ t ≤ π/2, C2 : γ2(t) = t, a+ r ≤ t ≤ b− r

C3 : γ3(t) = b+ reit, π/2 ≤ t ≤ π, C4 : γ4(t) = a+ it, 0 ≤ t ≤ R

C5 : γ5(t) = t+ iR, a ≤ t ≤ b, C6 : γ6(t) = a+ it, 0 ≤ t ≤ R.

Lemma 2.1 If f(z) is of exponential order as �(z) → ∞ with constants
{m,M} and analytic in the half-strip B, then we have

∮
CL
f(z)ψ1(z)e

iωzdz = 0 (3)

and

I1[f ] = (−i)β+1eibω
∫ ∞

0
(b− a+ it)α(c− b− it)δf(b+ it)tβe−ωtdt

+ iβ+1eiaω
∫ ∞

0
(b− a− it)β(c− a− it)δf(a+ it)tαe−ωtdt (4)

for ω > m, where the orientation of CL is taken as shown in Figure 1.
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Proof. Since the integrand is analytic on CL and inside the region bounded
by CL, the first result is a direct consequence of Cauchy-Goursat Theorem.

For the second result we have to show that the integral over each quarter
circle centered at a and b respectively tends to zero as r → 0, and that the
integral over the top side of the left rectangle in Figure 1 tends to zero as
R → ∞.

On the quarter circle centered at a we have

∣∣∣∣
∮

C1

f(z)ψ1(z)e
iωzdz

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣−
∫ π/2

0
f(a+ reit)ψ1(a + reit)eiω(a+reit)ireitdt

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ r1+α

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ π/2

0
F (r, t)dt

∣∣∣∣∣
where F is a continuous function of r and t. Since α > −1 and the integral
of F is continuous with respect to r, the limit of the right hand side (and
hence the left hand side) of the above inequality for r → 0 is zero. The same
conclusion is obtained for the integral along the quarter circle C3.

On C5, taking z = t+ iR in the corresponding integral we have

∣∣∣∣
∮

C5

f(z)ψ1(z)e
iωzdz

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣−
∫ b

a
f(t + iR)ψ1(t+ iR)eiω(t+iR)dt

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ e−ωR

∫ b

a
|f(t+ iR)| |ψ1(t + iR)| dt

≤ Me−ω0R
∫ b

a
e−ω0R |ψ1(t+ iR)| dt

where 2ω0 = (ω − m) > 0. Since |ψ1(t+ iR)| ≤ eω0R for all t ∈ [a, b] and
sufficiently large R, taking the limit as R → ∞ we obtain the desired result.

Now using the above results and the parametrization for each of C2, C4 and
C6 we obtain the second result of Lemma. Q.E.D.

A similar result is obtained for the integral I2[f ]. In this case we use the
right panel of Figure 1 as the contour for the integral. Combining these two
results we obtain the result in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2 The integral given by (1) can be written in the form

I[f ] =
iα+1eiωa

ωα+1

∫ ∞

0
(b− a− it

ω
)β(c− a− it

ω
)δf(a+

it

ω
)tαe−tdt

+
[iβ+1 + (−i)β+1]eiωβ

ωβ+1

∫ ∞

0
(b− a+

it

ω
)α(c− b− it

ω
)δf(b+

it

ω
)tβe−tdt

+
(−i)δ+1eiωc

ωδ+1

∫ ∞

0
(c− a+

it

ω
)α(c− b+

it

ω
)βf(c+

it

ω
)tδe−tdt.
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 and replacing t by t/ω in the results obtained for
I1[f ] and I2[f ] we obtain the result as the sum of these two integrals. Q.E.D.

The integrals in Theorem 2.2 can be efficiently calculated by the generalized
Gauss-Laguerre rule [3]. If we use the n-point Gauss-Laguerre rule for each
integral, we need 3n integrand evaluations to get an approximation to I[f ].
For automatic calculation of these integrals by the Gauss-Laguerre rule and to
obtain an approximation to the original integral I[f ] we give a Mathematica
program in the next section. Note that each integral in the theorem can also be
calculated by a modified version of the double exponential method [10], which
is denoted by DoubleExponentialOscillatory in Mathematica.

3 A Mathematica program for the method

Subroutine singNSDM for the method:

(***singNSDM:singular Numerical Steepest Descent Method***)

singNSDM[a_,b_,c_,alpha_,beta_,delta_,prec_,dig_,f_,omega_,inc_]:=

Module[{n=n0,Qf0=1,err=1},

While[Abs[err]>10^(-prec)\[And]n<200,

xn=Array[N[Root[LaguerreL[n,alpha,s],#],dig]&,n]; x[k_]:=xn[[k]];

wex=Gamma[n+1+alpha]*xn/(Gamma[n+1]((n+1)LaguerreL[n+1,alpha,xn])^2);

yn=Array[N[Root[LaguerreL[n,beta,s],#],dig]&,n]; y[k_]:=yn[[k]];

wey=Gamma[n+1+beta]*yn/(Gamma[n+1]*((n+1)*LaguerreL[n+1,beta,yn])^2);

zn=Array[N[Root[LaguerreL[n,delta,s],#],dig]&,n]; z[k_]:=zn[[k]];

wez=Gamma[n+1+delta]*zn/(Gamma[n+1]((n+1)LaguerreL[n+1,delta,zn])^2);

wx[k_]:=wex[[k]]; wy[k_]:=wey[[k]]; wz[k_]:=wez[[k]];

Qf=I^(alpha+1)*Exp[I*omega*a]*omega^(-alpha-1)*

Sum[wx[k]*(b-a-I*x[k]/omega)^(beta)*(c-a-I*x[k]/omega)^(delta)*

f[a+I*x[k]/omega], {k,1,n}]+(-I)^(delta+1)*Exp[I*omega*c]*

omega^(-delta-1)*Sum[wz[k]*(c-a+I*z[k]/omega)^(alpha)*

(c -b+I*z[k]/omega)^(beta)*f[c+I*z[k]/omega],{k,1,n}]+

(I^(beta+1)+(-I)^(beta+1))*Exp[I*omega*b]*omega^(-beta-1)*

Sum[wy[k](b-a+I*y[k]/omega)^(alpha)*(c-b-I*y[k]/omega)^(delta)

*f[b+I*y[k]/omega],{k,1,n}];

err=Abs[Qf-Qf0];

Print["n=",n,", Qf=",Qf]; If[n>n0,Print[" AbsError=",err]];

Qf0=Qf; n+=inc;]];

(*** INPUT VALUES ***)

a=1;b=4;c=10;alpha=-1/3;beta=-9/10;delta=-1/4;omega=10000;

prec=16; (*required precision*)
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dig=32; (*working precision for internal calculations*)

f[t_]:=100*Log[t+1]/(t+1); (*given function*)

n0=Floor[3 prec/(2(Max[Abs[Log10[omega+1]],1]+2))];

inc=3; (*n0 and (n0+inc) point Gauss-Laguerre rules are used*)

(*Qf=result of approximation for each n *)

Timing[singNSDM[a,b,c,alpha,beta,delta,prec,dig,f,omega,inc]]

If we execute the program using the above input values, the program dis-
plays the following output:

n=3 Qf=3.44109543256632329834853909+10.0965780921509252027729737 I

n=6 Qf=3.44109543256632329834853909+10.0965780921509252027729737 I

AbsError=3.*10^-27

{0.016, Null}

Here AbsError is the magnitude of difference of two results obtained by the
n-point and (n + inc)-point Gauss-Laguerre rules. The above results show
that the 3-point Gauss rule for each integral is sufficient to obtain a 16-digit
accurate result for the given integral. Actually, the program with the use
of 3 × 3 = 9 integrand evaluation yields an approximation to the integral
with |error| ≈ 3. × 10−27. The last row in the output given above shows the
execution time in seconds, for this example it is equal to 0.016.

4 Numerical results and comparison

Consider the integral

I1(α, β, δ, ω) =
∫ 10

1

10 log (x+ 1)

x+ 1
(x− 1)α |x− 4|β (10 − x)δeiωxdx (5)

We computed this integral using singNSDM taking {prec=16, dig=32, inc=1}
and NIntegrate’s DoubleExponential method taking {AccuracyGoal=16, Work-
ingPrecision=32}. Table 1 shows the required number of integrand evaluations,
Nf , and the execution time in seconds for ω = 10, 102, 103, 104. Integrand eval-
uations for the error estimation is also included in Nf . Observe that for low
frequency, ω = 10, the execution time for both methods is nearly equal but
for larger frequencies the double exponential method (DoubleExponential) re-
quires much more time and function evaluations than our method. This is
an expected behavior of the steepest descent method since the asymptotic or-
der of the method is equal to 2n, i.e., I[f ] − Qn[f ] = O(ω−2n−1). In other
words, as frequency increases the number of function evaluations required for
the steepest descent method decreases.

Note that singNSDM with {prec=14, dig=16} also yields correct results,
correct to (at least) 14-digit accuracy. As the parameters approach to −1
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it gives accurate results too. We have observed that DoubleExponential in
Mathematica (v.8.0) usually fails when the parameters are in (−1,−9/10].
We also computed each integral in Theorem 2.2 using NIntegrate’s Double-
ExponentialOscillatory method [11], which is a modified version of the double
exponential method for infinite range oscillatory integrals. The results are
shown in the last two rows of Table 1.

Table 1: Number of integrand evaluations Nf and execution time required to
obtain a 16-digit accurate approximation to the integral I1(−1/2,−2/5,−1/4)
by singNSDM and NIntegrate’s DoubleExponetial methods.

ω execution time Nf

Present method 10 0.312 75
100 0.031 33

1000 0.031 27
10000 0.016 21

DoubleExponential 10 0.344 920
100 1.391 3678

1000 10.78 29428
10000 85.64 235426

DoubleExponentialOscillatory 10 0.750 2283
10000 0.705 2220

Our method is also suitable to obtain very high precision approximations.
For example, with {prec=600, dig=1100} singNSDM produced a 1000-digit
accurate approximation to I1(−1/2,−9/10,−1/4, 106), in 14 seconds on our
PC. For this computation singNSDM used 112×3+115×3 = 681 integration
points.

5 Conclusion

Using well-known contour integration technique we have developed a method
for the evaluation of a certain class of highly oscillatory singular integrals. The
examples given in this paper and our other numerical experiments have shown
that the proposed method requires less integrand evaluations and execution
time than the double exponential method and its modification. Moreover it is
stable, easy to implement on a computer, and does not require any derivative
computation. It is obvious that the proposed method can be generalized to
compute integrals of the form

I[f ] =
∫ c

a

m∏
k=1

|x− bk|βk f(x)(x− a)α(c− x)δeiωxdx, bk ∈ (a, c).
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Finally, the Mathematica program given in this paper is very useful for the
implementation of the method. Similar programs can easily be developed in
FORTRAN, C, Matlab, or Maple.
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